FLAT® EQUALIZERS | RETROFIT STABILIZERS

MAKE YOUR

EXISTING

TABLES
STABLE
Stop wasting time and money with your
existing tables. It’s time to equalize!
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Fix your existing, wobbly indoor or outdoor tables in minutes
by installing Equalizers.

FLAT® Equalizers are an ideal match for operators

solution. Equalizers encapsulate many of the

wanting to stabilize and align their existing tables in

hydraulic features that FLAT® AUTO-ADJUST

a cost-effective manner. Equalizers replace a table’s

Table Bases offer. Once installed, following a press

existing screw-in feet and stabilize the table with

on the tabletop, Equalizers will adjust to the surface

a gentle press on the table top. Available in metric

and lock in place—stabilizing the table. Problem

and imperial thread sizes to fit most common

solved! Using Equalizers, operators can have their

commercial table bases, Equalizers are a convenient

defective tables fixed in a matter of minutes.

THREAD SIZE GUIDE
Use this guide to determine
your table’s thread size.

IMPERIAL (UNC)
THREAD SIZES

STABILIZATION

With a simple press on the tabletop, the Equalizers adjust
and lock in place, stabilizing the table.

(GENERALLY USED IN THE USA)

ALIGNMENT

Equalizers assist users in aligning their adjoining table
tops. Simply push down or lift the table top edges to the
required levels.

DESIGN INTEGRATION

Available in six different thread sizes to integrate with the
majority of commercial table bases with screw-in feet.

1/4in-20

5/16in-18

Most common size
in the USA

3/8in-16

METRIC
THREAD SIZES

(GENERALLY USED OUTSIDE OF THE USA)

ENGINEERED DURABILITY

Exceed international standards
(BS EN 581-1:2006 & BS EN 581-3:2017)
for safety, stability, durability, and strength.

M6

QUICKLY INSTALLED

Easily replace your table’s existing screw-in feet in
seconds.

M8

1 inch

PRODUCT CODE

Each pack contains four
table-stabilizing Equalizers.

INDOOR/
OUTDOOR

M10

Most common size
outside the USA
1 cm

PRODUCT

FRB1003A01

FLAT Equalizers 1/4in (4)

FRB1005A01

FLAT Equalizers 3/8in (4)

FRB1004A01

FLAT Equalizers 5/16in (4)

FRB1000A01

FLAT Equalizers M10 (4)

FRB1001A01

FLAT Equalizers M6 (4)

FRB1002A01

FLAT Equalizers M8 (4)

Bradd O’Brien | Howl at the Moon, President
“Our tables take a beating on a night-to-night basis. With the old levelers, the
more the tables moved, the bigger the problem became. We’ve solved that now
with FLAT®. You just move them around, you press down, and you’re done. The
cost is next to nothing with the benefits you get.”
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